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Abstract: 

The article discusses methods for accelerating the operation of convolutional neural networks for autonomous 

robotics learning. The analysis of the theoretical possibility of modifying the neural network learning mechanism 

is carried out. Classic semiotic analysis and the theory of neural networks is proposed to union. An assumption is 

made about the possibility of using the symmetry mechanism to accelerate the training of convolutional neural 

networks. A multilayer neural network to represent how space is an attempt has been made. The conclusion was 

based on the laws on the plane obtained earlier. The derivation of formulas turned out to be impossible due to 

the problems of modern mathematics. A new approach is proposed, which involves combining the gradient de-

scent algorithm and the stochastic completion of convolutional filters by the principles of symmetries. The iden-

tified algorithms allow increasing the learning rate from 5% to 15%, depending on the problem that the neural 

network solves. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Modern autonomous robots cannot be imagined without 

artificial intelligence systems, namely neural networks. The 

robot must solve strictly defined tasks, therefore the com-

plexity of the neural network must be very large and the 

learning time corresponding to the complexity of the pro-

cess. The solution for this problem is multilayer convolu-

tional neural networks. Such and similar tasks have been 

addressed by the authors in their scientific works [1, 2, 3, 4, 

5]. The training time for such a network can be very long. 

Convolutional neural networks are currently the main algo-

rithm for tasks such as image classification and object 

recognition. Since the 2010s [6, 7, 8], neural network archi-

tectures have become overgrown with more and more lay-

ers and more and more time has been required to train 

them. Despite the fact that there are already a lot of meth-

ods for accelerating learning, the task is still relevant. 

The five main groups of methods for accelerating the train-

ing of convolutional networks exist. 

1. Tensor decompositions of weights and activations of 

convolutional layers 

2. Quantization or binarization of weights 

3. Converting a large network into a small one by thinning 

weights. 

4. Adaptive neural network architectures. 

5. Training a small network using a large network. 

Let us take a closer look at each method. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Modern principles of training neural networks 

1. Tensor decompositions 

The standard expression for convolution (see Figure 1) can 

be represented: ���, �, �� � ∑ ∑ ∑ 
��, �, , ����� � �, � � �, �������������   (1) 

where:  

I – three-dimensional tensor of input data,  

O – three-dimensional tensor of output,  

W – four-dimensional tensor of weights [9, 10, 11] (filter in 

the context of convolutional networks).  

 

 
Fig. 1 Full convolution 

 

Tensor expansion consists in approximating the tensor W 

using two-dimensional tensors. The expression for the ca-

nonical decomposition of rank R will look like this: 
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 � ∑ ������� ��������������������  (2) 

where: 

R rank is a tunable parameter that controls the trade-off 

between accuracy preservation and decomposition effi-

ciency.  

The decomposition is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Canonical decomposition 

 

2. Quantization or binarization of weights  

The main idea behind these approaches is to compress 

weights to increase the speed of work and reduce memory 

consumption. 

In the case of scalar quantization, all elements of the weight 

matrix W are clustered by the k-means method, after which 

the centroids of the obtained clusters will become the new 

values of the weights. 
��� � �  (3) 

where:  � !"#$�%& '
�� − &'
 

Large weight matrices W, must be to split into submatrices 

W1, W2, ... Wn from the beginning and then clustering in-

side each submatrix independently [12]. 

The process of training a neural network with compressed 

weights is: 

1) Obtained the compressed values of the weights by ap-

plying the quantifying procedure q: 
� � )�
�  (4) 

2) Made prognosis with compressed weights and calculate 

the error function. We keep all neuron activations in 

their original precision. 

3) Backpropagate error gradients with compressed 

weights and initial activation values. Update the original 

weights. 
 

3. Converting a large network into a small one by thin-

ning weights  

Weights decimation is the most common way to transform 

a large network into a small one. The importance of each 

neuron is calculated according to the selected criterion in a 

pre-trained network. Then the least important neurons are 

clipped and the network is retrained, minimizing drops in 

accuracy. 
 

4. Adaptive neural network architectures 

The learning rate can be increased by using neural net-

works with stochastic depth [13]. The network has a varia-

ble number of layers in the learning process, when at the 

testing stage everything is fully used. The acceleration will 

be especially noticeable for very deep models. 

The responsive framework complements the capabilities of 

the ResNet architecture. Each k-th residual block is deter-

mined by the formula: �*  �  Re · /0�1*2*�3*4��  �  �5�3*4��� (5) 

 

where: 

bk is a Bernoulli random variable taking the value 0 or 1. 

The architecture of an adaptive network based on ResNet 

is presented in Figure 3, where the probabilities of that de-

crease linearly with each new layer of the network.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Adaptive network 

 

5. Training a small network using a large network 

The principle of this approach is to train a small neural net-

work with fewer parameters on the forecasts of a large full-

fledged network. To train the student neural network, a 

vector with a posteriori probability distribution of the out-

put layer of the teacher network is used. Such a vector con-

veys much more information about the sample data than a 

deterministic forecast [14, 15, 16]. 

Let zi be the prediction of the neural network-teacher, then 

the probabilistic response pi will be calculated using the 

softmax formula: 6� � 789:
∑ 78;:;

  (6) 

where: 

τ is a tunable parameter that, at high values, acts as a regu-

larizer of the student model, and at low values, it provides 

a more complete transfer of information. 

The student model is trained to simultaneously predict the 

true y values and the teacher model response from the fol-

lowing loss function: < � =�6>, 6�� � ?=�6>, 6@�  (7) 

where: 

E is the cross entropy and py is the one-hot vector of true 

values.  

Also, a similar approach can be used to train the hidden lay-

ers of the learner network. 

Most of the considered approaches allow the neural net-

work to obtain a forecast faster, but additionally increase 

the time required for its training. The problem of accelerat-

ing the learning stage remains relevant. 
 

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH  

Semiotic analyze Of neural networks  

Modern physiologists believe that a person makes deci-

sions long before mental activity [17]. A piece of DNA was 

identified that transmits information about orientation in 

space without the participation of vision in the course of bi-

ochemical studies. Based on this, it can already be con-

cluded that some mechanisms of spatial orientation can 

work without visual contact with the environment. We can 

assume that such a mechanism is the automorphisms (sym-

metries) of the space [18]. 

The basis of the approach for analyzing the correctness of 

solving various problems is pragmatic analysis (the stage of 
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semiotic analysis). This approach was first proposed by Er-

shov. Ershov showed all the commands of the processor 

and actually proved the possibility of describing any object 

or process by the linguistic method. The sixth technological 

order is possible due to this. 

Let us connect the linguistic method with geometry on the 

basis of the postulate that all objects and all processes are 

not representable outside of space. The theoretical founda-

tions of neural networks were formulated by Kholmogorov 

and Arnold on the plane in the same way. 

The authors of the article do not deny the presence of men-

tal activity in living nature, therefore, let us turn to the main 

line of research. The mathematical basis of neural networks 

is the solution to the Hilbert thirteenth problem [19]. Ar-

nold chooses a strict order of proof and invites followers to 

choose the one they need. The curve is divided into very 

short sections determined by inequality (8). The curve tree 

is built additionally. '2AB���� − 2ABC����' ≤ �3 � B4BCBCFG4BC� ��H  (8) 

where: 

nr < n ≤ nr+1 (order on the tree). 

Kholmogorov and Arnold investigated functions of three 

variables. Analytical formulas for the transformation of 

functions in two variables did not exist at that time. These 

formulas are obtained by special functions now. Functions 

represented by a system of parametric equations can be 

transformed and obtained an analytical formula. The solu-

tion method is based on preserving the fundamental prop-

erty of space, namely, the symmetry of the permutation 

[20, 21, 22]. 

 

RESULTS OF RESEARCH 

Splitting the curve into sections destroys the semantics of 

the process. This allows you to build a strict learning curve 

for a limited class of problems. Any modern neural network 

has several layers. Each layer can be viewed as a certain 

plane in three-dimensional space. A set of parallel planes 

has no space properties. The problem must be solved in 

space directly. Solving the problem can improve all the pa-

rameters of the neural network, and most importantly, the 

creator will understand the decision-making process for 

any input signals. 

Let us have space curve by system parametric equations: 

I� � 2�� �� � 2�� �J � 2&� � ,  

where: 

t ϵ [τ1 τ2].  

Let the sequence of input signals be represented by a ma-

trix: 

K!�� !�L !�M!L� !LL !LM!M� !ML !MMN. 

Permutation is one of the simpler symmetries. It imposes 

strict restrictions on the dimension of space. The dimension 

of space must be even, as in Hamiltonian mechanics. The 

researcher must solve the problem in four-dimensional 

space-time then system 9 takes the form: 

⎩⎨
⎧� � 2�� �� � 2�� �J � 2&� �R � 2S� �.  

The solution of the parametric system is reduced by the 

symmetry of the permutation to: 

⎩⎪⎪
⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎧��2�� � U�� � !��2�� � V�� � !�L2�� � V�� �!�M2&� � VL� � !�W2S� � VL���2�� � U�� � !L�2�� � V�� � !LL2�� � V�� �!LM2&� � VL� � !LW2S� � VL��&2&� � UL� � !M�2�� � V�� � !ML2�� � V�� �!MM2&� � VL� � !MW2S� � VL��S2S� � UL� � !W�2�� � V�� � !WL2�� � V�� �!WM2&� � VL� � !WW2S� � VL�

  (9) 

where: 

α1, α2, β1, β2 angles of vectors of non-orthogonal basis in 

planes x0y and z0v.  

Angles Uare proper angles, and corners β are symmetry an-

gles of the permutation. Formula 9 unfolds into the system: 

⎩⎪
⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎧��2�� � XY� U�� − ��2�� � Y�%� U�� �!���2�� � XY� V�� − 2�� � Y�%� V��� �!�L�2�� � XY� V�� � 2�� � Y�%� V�� �!�M�2&� � XY� VL� − 2S� � Y�%� VL�� �!�W�2&� � XY� VL� � 2S� � Y�%� VL����2�� � XY� U�� � ��2�� � Y�%� U�� �!L��2�� � XY� V�� − 2�� � Y�%� V��� �!LL�2�� � XY� V�� � 2�� � Y�%� V�� �!LM�2&� � XY� VL� − 2S� � Y�%� VL�� �!LW�2&� � XY� VL� � 2S� � Y�%� VL���&2&� � XY� UL� − �S2S� � Y�%� UL� �!M��2�� � XY� V�� − 2�� � Y�%� V��� �!ML�2�� � XY� V�� � 2�� � Y�%� V�� �!MM�2&� � XY� VL� − 2S� � Y�%� VL�� �!MW�2&� � XY� VL� � 2S� � Y�%� VL���&2&� � XY� UL� − �S2S� � Y�%� UL� �!W��2�� � XY� V�� − 2�� � Y�%� V��� �!WL�2�� � XY� V�� � 2�� � Y�%� V�� �!WM�2&� � XY� VL� − 2S� � Y�%� VL�� �!WW�2&� � XY� VL� � 2S� � Y�%� VL��

 

The concept was introduced by analogy with the Euclidean 

plane. The transformation matrix for 3D space will be: 

Z!�� !�L !�M 0!L� !LL !LM 0!M� !ML !MM 00 0 0 1]  

and system 9 is: 

⎩⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎧

��2�� � U�� � !��2�� � V�� � !�L2�� � V�� �!�M2&� � VL���2�� � U�� � !L�2�� � V�� � !LL2�� � V�� �!LM2&� � VL��&2&� � UL� � !M�2�� � V�� � !ML2�� � V�� �!MM2&� � VL��S� � UL� � 2&� � XY� VL� � Y�%� VL�
 

The system of proportions is cumbersome to publish, so we 

give a generalized formula. Considering the basis of space 

as a union of two bases of perpendicular planes leads to an 

analytical solution of a system of two proportions, which 

contain a linear combination of trigonometric functions.  
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Formula is: 

^ ∑ _9;`�ab�∑ �9;`�ab� � ∑ �9;`�ab�∑ 79;`�ab�∑ c9;`�ab�∑ A9;`�ab� � ∑ d9;`�ab�∑ e9;`�ab�
,  

where: ∑ 1��f�V�� ≠ ∑ 5��f�V�� ≠ ∑ ��f�V�� ≠ ∑ h��f�V�� ≠ ∑ $��f�V�� ≠ ∑ ℎ��f�V�� ≠ ∑ #��f�V�� ≠ ∑ /��f�V��  

φ ϵ {sin, cos},  

β1 β2 – permutation symmetry angles in each basis of per-

pendicular defining planes  

bdcemhgl – coefficients.  

Unfortunately, this system does not have an analytical so-

lution at the present time. Therefore, a complete replace-

ment of a neural network with a set of functionals is not yet 

possible. Let us try to apply some principles of symmetry to 

neural networks. 

 

DISCUSSION  

Simple modification for neural systems 

The idea behind a new approach to speed up the training 

of convolutional networks is to use this symmetry mecha-

nism for faster network convergence. The approach con-

sists of two stages: symmetric initialization of convolutional 

filters and stochastic symmetric filtering. 

Symmetric filter initialization takes place in several steps: 

1. Initialize only half of the desired number of filters in the 

standard way [22, 23]. 

2. Perform forward and backward propagation in one 

mini-batch. 

3. Initialize the second half of the filters by performing 

symmetric transformations on the first half. 

Stochastic symmetric filtering is used in conjunction with 

the usual gradient algorithms. 

1. At each k-th mini-batch, build up the filters in turn, mak-

ing symmetric transformations and calculating the net-

work error. 

2. If the network error has decreased, then apply the 

transformation data, otherwise use the standard gradi-

ent descent step. 

This approach will accelerate the convergence of a convo-

lutional neural network, express the role of symmetries and 

automorphisms in neural networks. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The concept of a neural network originated from Arnold's 

mathematical works. They are devoted to breaking a com-

plex curve into short segments. An earlier [24, 25] the au-

thors of the article obtained transformation results for 

most of the curves used in engineering calculations on a 

plane. Thus, it became possible to create a single-layer neu-

ral network with decision analysis. In other words, you can 

reveal the decision-making process explicitly or move from 

chaos to harmony. The theoretical foundation is symmetry, 

as a fundamental property of space. The results of such a 

classical branch of AI theory as semiotic analysis were used 

additionally. 

A multilayer neural network can be thought of as a set of 

parallel planes in space. Therefore, the next task was to find 

the exact parameters of the spatial curve. The solution to 

this problem would make it possible to find an explicit algo-

rithm for neural networks of any complexity and train the 

network in the shortest possible time. Unfortunately, the 

derivation of formulas ran into a dead end associated with 

some problems of modern mathematics [20, 25]. The orig-

inal systems of parametric equations are given. 

Symmetries are a property of both space and text in any 

language. They are named universals in linguistics. Algo-

rithms for applying symmetries for existing convolutional 

networks are identified. They allow increasing the learning 

rate from 5% to 15%, depending on the problem that the 

neural network solves. 

The robot in the space now has the following problems: the 

uncertainty of the trajectory of movement and errors in the 

operation of the neural network due to the opaque algo-

rithm for obtaining the solution [26, 27, 28]. Both of these 

problems can be resolved using the method described in 

this article. The authors may have made mistakes in their 

reasoning, so they invite a wide range of researchers to ob-

tain the desired result. 
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